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Abstract: In this work we present how to describe mechanical impedance of a photon force (PF) 
MEMS sensor dedicated to structures’ optomechanical studies. An actuating force (photon force) is 
caused by the reflection and absorption of the electromagnetic radiation beam due to the radiation 
pressure effect. Specially designed very soft (low k-constant, ca 10–150 mN/m) cantilevers are 
presented. The structures integrate a Lorentz loop, which enables electromagnetic actuation. The 
construction with two mirrors is proposed so that parasitic thermal actuation can be neglected. The 
MEMS displacement is measured with the use of a laser vibrometer. The mechanical impedance 
model is presented using which the stiffness is calculated. As validation measurements: thermal 
noise and known mass adding methods are used. 
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1. Introduction 

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) consist of integrated movable microstructures with 
electronics parts and their dimensions are as follows: cross-section in the order of single microns (1 
µm) and lengths in the order of 10–100 µm. Analytical determination of MEMS mechanical 
parameters is often difficult, as the geometry and material composition of the today’s structures is 
complex. Nevertheless, since they are commonly used as mechanical to electronic signal transducers 
(i.e., in much more complex devices and systems), their calibration is necessary. 

There are many methods of the cantilevers’ spring constant determination like Cleveland [1], 
Sader [2,3], Hutter and Bechhoffer [4], Butt and Jashke [5] or Holbery and Eden [6]. However, none 
of them is versatile for every type of beam’s structure. For the MEMS cantilevers of complex shape, it 
is impossible to use any theoretical method and the investigations of very soft cantilevers (k < 150 
mN/m) are even more challenging, as they exhibit low quality factor Q and the boundary conditions 
at the beam supporting point are becoming more important. 

Here we present the structures designed by our group and fabricated by the ITE in Warsaw (K. 
Orłowska, W. Majstrzyk, P. Kunicki, A. Sierakowski, B. Pruchnik, D. Tomaszewski, P. Prokaryn, P. 
Grabiec, T. Gotszalk, New design of the cantilevers for radiation pressure investigations, Microelectronic 
Engineering, under revision) They are made using silicon on insulator (SOI) technology. The material 
is highly doped (to be conductive, Boron Doped Silicon, BDS technique), so that the cantilever is 
stressed due to the crystal structure’s modification. Since the force sensitivity depends on the 
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cantilever’s stiffness k and the quality factor Q it is necessary to describe precisely their values before 
the structure’s application—here photon force reference actuation (Figure 1a). 

As a method if investigations we present the mechanical impedance investigation method [7] 
for MEMS structures in ambient conditions analysis. The cantilever’s array is used to increase the 
reliability of conducted research (Figure 1b). 

2. Materials and Methods 

To fully understand what and how the manufacturing steps affect the beams’ behavior one must 
unravel what influences the Q value. MetMolMEMS cantilever’s quality factor is equal only to about 
30. If the cantilever is modeled as a simple harmonic oscillator (SHO), it can be assumed that the beam 
is a weightless elastic spring with the stiffness k, at the end of which there is a suspended mass m 
(here the effective mass of the cantilever), immersed in the viscous medium that causes the viscous 
dumping b. Then, the explanation is given in the damped harmonic oscillator Equation (1). 

SHO equation resulting from Newton’s second low is given as follows: 

 
(1) 

and dividing by m:  

 
(2) 

Then, giving the equation dependent on 𝜔0 and while , (𝜔0 is undamped angular 
frequency of the oscillator):  

 
(3) 

So, the quality factor can be given by:  

 
(4) 

To sum up, getting to know what is the reason why Q-factor is so small, one must determine the 
k, m and b separately. Mechanical impedance is then the best parameter that can help to resolve these 
values.  

When the structure is excited by the force F(t) Equation (3) can be rewritten as:  

 
(5) 

Mechanical impedance in this case is interpreted as the ratio between the excitation force F(t) 

and the velocity of the structure movement . The parameters describing structure properties are 
in this case the mass of the structure m, its stiffness k and the viscosity damping b.  

Besides the standard damped harmonic oscillator, known mass added method [8] for k-constant 
calculations was used with the basic equation:  

 
(6) 

where, f0, fm are the resonance frequencies of the unloaded and loaded cantilever respectively and 
where the effective mass of the structure can be calculated as follows:  

 
(7) 

msph is known added mass value. Then viscous damping one can get from (4).  
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In the thermomechanical noise method first stiffness k is measured, then effective mass from (6) 
and viscous damping coefficient from (4) as above.  

3. Results 

Since the PF-MEMS cantilever are photon force driven structures, optical power from SLED can 
be used to actuate them (Figure 1a). Every RP-cantilever is a U-shaped conductive structure and has 
two suspended mirrors: one for the actuation and one for the detection (Figure 1b). Both are covered 
with a thin gold film to ensure the beam reflectivity. Actuating mirror is also suspended on the 
cantilevers’ legs for intentional thermal isolation from the rest of the structure (rounded-shaped in 
Figure 1b) to separate the mechanical (photon force) and thermal contribution to the movement. 
Due to the complex shape of investigated structures, no geometrical method can be used to 
estimate their parameters. So that two others: thermomechanical noise and known added methods 
were proposed. 

To make the PF-MEMS cantilevers initial characterization thermomechanical noise method was 
used. All measured parameters: fres, k and Q are presented in Table 1. 

 

Figure 1. PF cantilever under the measurement process. (b) an PF cantilever array. Each cantilever is 
equipped with an actuating mirror (suspended) and sensing mirror at the very end.  

Table 1. PF cantilever array parameters. These parameters were measured from vibrations caused by 
the intrinsic thermal noise.  

Representative 
Cantilever 

Spring Constant 
k [N/m] 

Quality Factor 
Q 

Resonant Frequency 
fres [kHz] 

C1 0.071 29.7 5.785 

For the mechanical impedance parameters measurement known mass adding method was used 
[8]. While putting the SiO2 microsphere covered with 50 nm gold layer (known mass-object, msph = 8 
ng) onto the very end of the structure, the frequency shift was measured (where f0 = 5785, f1 = 5468 
Hz). So that taking into account Q value the k, m and b parameters can be calculated. The results are 
presented in Table 2.  

Table 2. PF cantilever mechanical impedance parameters. 

Method Spring Constant 
k [N/m] 

Effective Mass 
m [ng] 

Viscous Damping 
b [µg/s] 

known added mass s 0.088 67 76.63 
thermal noise 0.071 54 61.47 
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